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In 588, roof tiles production of Japan was initially started by both craftsmen of roof tiles 
dispatched in Pakche(百済) and their two groups(Hanakumi and Hosikumi;花組と星組) to 
establish the Asuka-dera temple(飛鳥寺). Since then, around the second half of the 7th century 
Japan saw an explosive increase in the number of Buddhist temples.  
This thesis is intended to clarity how can craftsmen of rooftiles handle soaring demand for tile 
in the late 7th century. As the method, I focus on craftsmen of roof tiles which indispensable for 
building temples. And I examine comprehensively including plain roof tiles, and based on 
existing research result which focusing on round eave tiles. 
In the first chapter, I examine the existing research results about making rooftile system and 
make certain that necessity of archaeological research of making rooftile system in Asuka and 
Hakuho periods. Then, the second chapter, I attempt to restore of producers organization make 
much of indentations which of manufacturing tool on plain rooftiles.  
As a result, I estimate the two groups were divided into several groups for only plain roof 
tiles from the start of building Asuka-dera temple, as system of division of labor. Hosikumi’s 
technical system continued at least until the 610~620’s. But in 620’s, Hosikumi and Hanakumi 
of it obviously mix together. It becomes the factor which the base of manufacturing rooftiles 
and the diversification of design. Also, In the construction of local temples, craftsmen of 
rooftiles are temporary organized with lodgment temple as the center. But they produce rooftiles 
by independently manufacturing techniques without holding original from a central support. 
In conclusion, it was promoted technical fixation and improvement by highly fluid making 
rooftiles system such as frequent movement and a system of division of labor. Also that is 
enable building exploding Buddhist temples within a short period of time in the late 7th century. 
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